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ABSTRACT

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Machine learning; Neural
networks; Factorization methods.
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Low-rank tensor factorization has been widely used for many real
world tensor completion problems. While most existing factorization models assume a multilinearity relationship between tensor
entries and their corresponding factors, real world tensors tend
to have more complex interactions than multilinearity. In many
recent works, it is observed that multilinear models perform worse
than nonlinear models. We identify one potential reason for this
inferior performance: the nonlinearity inside data obfuscates the
underlying low-rank structure such that the tensor seems to be
a high-rank tensor. Solving this problem requires a model to simultaneously capture the complex interactions and preserve the
low-rank structure. In addition, the model should be scalable and
robust to missing observations in order to learn from large yet
sparse real world tensors. We propose a novel convolutional neural network (CNN) based model, named CoSTCo (Convolutional
Sparse Tensor Completion). Our model leverages the expressive
power of CNN to model the complex interactions inside tensors
and its parameter sharing scheme to preserve the desired low-rank
structure. CoSTCo is scalable as it does not involve computationor memory- heavy tasks such as Kronecker product. We conduct
extensive experiments on several real world large sparse tensors
and the experimental results show that our model clearly outperforms both linear and nonlinear state-of-the-art tensor completion
methods.
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Figure 1: Rank-vs-loss curves of four tensor completion experiments with fully observations. The curves of CP/Tucker
methods on the low-rank nonlinear tensor is different to
those on low-rank multilinear tensors but similar to those
on high-rank multilinear tensors1 .
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1

INTRODUCTION

A tensor is an effective way of representing multidimensional real
world data. Due to the issue of sparsity or incompleteness in many
real world tensors, tensor completion, which predicts the missing
entries of a partially observed tensor, has gained wide interest and
serves as a fundamental problem of many machine learning applications, such as recommendation [11, 33], image in-painting [24, 28],
spatial-temporal analysis [43], and health data analysis [15–17].
Low-rank tensor factorization is a popular method for tensor completion. This method assumes a compact underlying structure in
the tensor such that its entries can be reconstructed from low-rank
factor matrices through multilinear multiplication. Thus we can
1 We

clip the values for better visualization so that the minimum value is 10−6 .

complete a tensor by first finding latent factors through observed
entries and then reconstructing the tensor with these factors2 . CP
(CANDECOMP/PARAFAC) [14] and Tucker [40] are two popular
low-rank tensor factorization models with many variants being
developed.
Recently, a series of works [8, 11, 15, 16, 42, 48] have shown
that nonlinear factorization models have superior performances
over multilinear models for sparse tensor completion. It is believed
that real world tensors tend to have interactions that are more
complex than the multilinear multiplication assumed by the CP
and Tucker models. We hypothesize that multilinear models have
inferior performance because the nonlinearity in data obfuscates
the low-rank property, i.e. a low-rank nonlinear tensor seems to be
a high-rank one for multilinear models. This obfuscation prevents
the low-rank model from fitting the data well. To examine this
hypothesis, we train factorization models to learn the latent factors
of fully observed tensors and measure the reconstruction losses.
Figure 1 shows the results of three synthetic CP tensors3 and one
real world tensor. Both CP and Tucker find good latent factors and
achieve very small reconstruction error on the low-rank multilinear
tensor. However, in the case of a low-rank nonlinear tensor, both
CP and Tucker model behave similarly to those of a high-rank
multilinear tensor. The real world tensor is much more complex
and the loss curves of CP and Tucker decrease slowly. In comparison,
our proposed model CoSTCo fits the nonlinear tensor well at a low
rank and the loss curve of our model decreases faster compared to
CP and Tucker.
To capture complex interactions within a tensor, the model must
have strong expressive power to capture the underlying nonlinearity. In addition, the model needs to be parameter efficient to
avoid overfitting to the sparse and limited training data and thus
to achieve good generalization performance.
In this paper, we propose a novel nonlinear low-rank model,
called CoSTCo (Convolutional Sparse Tensor Completion), to do
tensor completion for large sparse tensors that have complex underlying structures. With the expressive power of CNNs, our model
is capable of learning a complex nonlinear interaction function
among factors. The parameter sharing scheme of CNN imposes an
inductive bias on CoSTCo which enforces it to learn a parameterefficient representation of the nonlinear function and informative
factor vectors. The scheme helps the model to preserve the lowrank structure and makes the model robust to sparse inputs, which
is crucial for generalization. Like other neural networks, CoSTCo
can be efficiently trained with Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD).
The model does not require computation/memory heavy operations in the training process, such as Kronecker product or Gram
matrix. Furthermore, CoSTCo scales well with the mini-batch training scheme of modern neural nets which avoids explicit storage
of the whole tensor. We also draw connections from recent advances [7, 13] in deep learning theory and show that a slightly
simplified variant of CoSTCo falls into the category of shallow neural nets [7], which has been proven to have fast convergence rate
and bounded generalization error.
2 We

use factors and factor matrices interchangeably wherever the context is clear.
nonlinear tensor is generated by replacing the multiplication funciton inside
original CP factorization with a non-linear function.
3 The

We evaluate the proposed model, CoSTCo, with extensive experiments on real-world sparse tensors. Our model consistently
outperforms both linear and nonlinear state-of-the-art tensor completion models. Experiments also show that CoSTCo scales well with
large tensors and is able to learn meaningful representations while
being robust to data sparsity. Besides superior tensor completion
performance, CoSTCo also outperforms state-of-the-art methods
for downstream tasks, such as Point-of-interest (POI) recommendation and spatiotemporal forecasting. We also show CoSTCo can
learn meaningful factors that fit intuitions and prior knowledge. In
summary, our main contributions are as follows:
• We propose a novel nonlinear model for tensor completion
based on convolutional neural network that can learn nonlinear interactions, leverage a low-rank inductive bias, and
scale well with large tensors.
• We conduct extensive tensor completion experiments on six
real world tensors and show that our model has superior performance over state-of-the-art multilinear/nonlinear tensor
completion algorithms.
• We show that our method is capable of outperforming stateof-the-art methods for downstream tasks, i.e., point-of-interest
recommendation and spatiotemporal forecasting.

2

RELATED WORK

Low-rank tensor completion. CANDECOMP/PARAFAC factorization
(CP) [14] and Tucker factorization [40] are classical tensor factorization methods, which many low-rank tensor completion algorithms
are based on, such as convex-relaxed tensor completion [12, 28, 35],
completion models for non-negative tensors [36], scalable algorithms for completing incomplete large tensors [1, 4, 18], completions for streaming tensors [38], completions that can utilize extra
information or auxiliary tensors [17, 30]. Different from these multilinear models, our model is designed to do nonlinear sparse tensor
completion.
Nonlinear tensor factorization. Recently, nonlinear tensor factorization has gained attention due to its effectiveness at modeling real
world complex tensors. In [15, 16], the authors introduced a series
of kernel based CP models that can capture nonlinear relationships.
Unlike our CoSTCo, these models are not designed for the sparse
tensor completion task and require full observations of the target
tensor. In [22], the authors developed nonlinear matrix factorization algorithm based on Gaussian processes. In [11], the authors
proposed to use Gaussian kernels to do tensor factorization. In [42],
the authors proposed an InfTucker model with nonlinearity by extending probabilistic Tucker model [5] with a nonlinear covariance
function. The InfTucker model cannot scale to large tensors because
of the Kronecker product involved in the training process. A series
of scalable models based on InfTucker are proposed in [47, 48] by
paralleling the computation of the Kronecker product or by avoiding the Kronecker product altogether. Compared to this line of
works, our model neither requires a pre-specified kernel function
nor involves computational expensive optimization procedures.
Neural network matrix/tensor completion. Our CoSTCo model is
distinguished from other neural approaches on 1) its use of convolution to accurately and efficiently perform tensor completion and 2)

Table 1: Common symbols used in the paper.
Symbol

Description

N
di
T ∈ Rd1 ×···×d N
Ti 1, ...,i N
x, x, X
Xi,: , X:, j
A∗B
∥T∥ 2F
JT

tensor order
tensor size in the i-th dimension
a tensor of order-N and shape d 1 × · · · × d N
tensor entry value at index (i 1 , ..., i N )
a scalar, a vector, a matrix
i-th row, j-th column of matrix X
element-wise tensor multiplication
Frobenius norm of tensor T
the set of all entry indices of the tensor T

CP model. Given an order-3 tensor T ∈ Rd1 ×d2 ×d3 , a rank-r CP
model factorizes it into three factor matrices: U1 ∈ Rr ×d1 , U2 ∈
Rr ×d2 , U3 ∈ Rr ×d3 , so that the predicted tensor entry is
r
Õ
T̂i, j,k =
U1 t,i U2 t, j U3 t,k .
t =1

The column vectors U1 :,i , U2 :, j , U3 :,k are called as factor vectors.
Tucker model. Given an order-3 tensor T ∈ Rd1 ×d2 ×d3 , a rank(r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ) Tucker model factorizes it into one core tensor G ∈
Rr 1 ×r 2 ×r 3 together with three factor matrices: U1 ∈ Rr ×d1 , U2 ∈
Rr ×d2 , U3 ∈ Rr ×d3 , such that the predicted tensor entry is given as
T̂i, j,k =

its capability of representing general tensors that are order-2, order3, or higher. For example, many works [8, 27, 41] have proposed to
replace the linear/multilinear operations in matrix/tensor factorization with multi-layer perceptrons (MLP). However, MLP-based
methods tend to overfit to sparse training data as we will show later
in the experiments section. Another work [19] developed a matrix
completion model which uses CNN to extract features from text
documents for get better semantic features. However, this model
didn’t use CNN for the factorization/completion. [37] combined
neural nets and tensors for knowledge graph reasoning. Compared
to these models, our model is more general and not restricted for
order-3 knowledge graph tensors.

3 PRELIMINARY
3.1 Notations
Table 1 shows commonly used symbols in the paper following the
notations of [21]. We use ed (i) ∈ Rd to denote a one-hot vector of
length-d, where its i-th entry is 1 and all others are 0. For example,
e5 (1) = [1 0 0 0 0]T . For an order-N tensor T ∈ Rd1 ×...×d N ,
we use a vector ed1 ...d N (i, . . . , i N )
 ed1 (i 1 ) 




..
ed1 ...d N (i 1 , . . . , i N ) = 
 ∈ Rd1 +···+d N ,
.


e (i )
 dN N 

(1)

as the generalized one-hot embedding of the index tuple (i 1 , . . . , i N )
of T, called as indexing vectors. We use e(i 1 , . . . , i N ) as the abbreviation of ed1 ...d N (i 1 , . . . , i N ) whenever appropriate.

3.2

Tensor Factorization

For simplicity and without loss of generality, we discuss formulations using order-3 tensors. In general, a tensor factorization model
learns the low rank factor matrices from observed entries, and reconstructs the tensor T ′ from them. The goal is to find accurate
factor matrices such that the reconstructed tensor T̂is close to the
target tensor T, i.e., its Frobenius norm, || T̂ − T||F2 , is minimized.
The Frobenius norm of a tensor is defined as
Õ
∥T∥ 2F =
Ti 1,i 2,i 3 2 .
(2)
i 1,i 2,i 3

Two major factorization models are CP model and Tucker model.

3.3

r3
r1 Õ
r2 Õ
Õ
t 1 =1 t 2 =1 t 3 =1

Gt1,t2,t3 U1 t1,i U2 t2, j U3 t3,k .

Nonlinear Tensor Factorization
Formulation

Definition 3.1 (Generalized Tensor Factorization Model). Given
an order-N tensor T ∈ Rd1 ×···×d N , denote J T = {(i 1 , . . . , i N )|∀i 1 ∈
{1, ..., d 1 }, . . . , i N ∈ {1, ..., d N }} as the set of the indices of all
entries in the tensor. A rank-(r 1 , . . . , r N ) tensor factorization model
consists of a mapping function f : J T → R with parameter θ and N
factor matrices U1 ∈ Rr 1 ×d1 , . . . , UN ∈ Rr N ×d N . The reconstructed
tensor T̂can be represented as
T̂i 1, ...,i N = f (i 1 , . . . , i N ; U1 , . . . , UN , θ ).

(3)

Definition 3.2 (Multi-linear Tensor Factorization Model). Assume
a tensor factorization model has a mapping function f with parameter θ and factor matrices U1 , . . . UN . It is a multi-linear model if
the following equations hold for any (i 1 , . . . , i N ) ∈ J T
∂ 2 f (i 1 , . . . , i N ; U1 , . . . , UN , θ )
= 0,
∂ 2 U1 :,i 1
2
...,
∂ 2 f (i 1 , . . . , i N ; U1 , . . . , UN , θ )
= 0.
∂ 2 UN :,i N
2
Definition 3.3 (Nonlinear Tensor Factorization Model). A tensor
factorization model is nonlinear if its mapping function f is not
multi-linear.

4 METHODOLOGY
4.1 The CoSTCo Model
The core structure of CoSTCo is a convolutional neural network.
For a order-N tensor of shape (d 1 , . . . , d N ), the input of CoSTCo
neural network is an indexing vector x = ed1 ...d N (i 1 , . . . , i N ) and
the output of the neural network is the reconstructed tensor entry
T̂i 1, ...,i N . The neural network contains an embedding module, an
nonlinear mapping module, and final aggregation module. The
model’s architecture is shown in Figure 2.
Embedding module. For a tensor entry at index (i 1 , . . . , i N ), the
embedding module takes an indexing vector x as the input, and
outputs the corresponded factor vectors of these indices. The embedding module has a block diagonal matrix M with dimension N r ×
ÍN
1
N
i=1 di , consisting of the N factor matrices, namely U , . . . , U .

Embedding
module

Nonlinear mapping
module

Aggregation
module

1st layer filters
size: N X 1

conv
direction

Flatten(·)

2nd layer filters
size: 1 X r

Agg(·)
conv
direction

Model Input:

Model Output:

Figure 2: Model architecture of CoSTCo.
filter size: (N, 1, 1, n_ch)

The same rank r is used acrossed all factor matrices. More specifically, we have
′

Hemb = Mx = Med1,d2, ...,d N (i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i N )

′

U1



=





U2
..
′

.








N
U 

 ed1 (i 1 )   U1 :,i 1 
 


 ed2 (i 2 )   U2 :,i 2 


 

 =  .. 
..




.
  . 


e (i ) UN
 d N N   :,i N 

(5)

Aggregation module. The aggregation module takes an C × 1 × 1
tensor as its input, flattens it into a length-C vector, aggregates it
by some predefined aggregation function, and outputs one scalar.
The aggregation function can be a fully-connected neural network
layer, or simply outputs the average of the input vector. Denote θ a
as the potential parameter of the aggregation module. The output
of aggregation module can be written as
(6)

In summary, a rank-r CoSTCo model is a generalized tensor factorization model represented by a neural network, which stores the
factor matrices in the embedding module, and has a mapping function y = f (x; U1 , . . . , UN , {θ 1 , θ 2 , θ a }) composed of the mapping
and aggregation module defined by eqs. (5) and (6). We use f (x; ·)
for simplicity whenever possible.
use the channel-first notation for 2d convolution operations.

target tensor T, T̂− T . In the sparse observation setting where
F
only parts of the tensor entries are observed, the loss function
2

1
Hconv
= σ (Conv(Hemb ; θ 1 )) ∈ RC×1×N

4 We

filter size: (1, r, n_ch, n_ch)

. The value of Oi 1, ...,i N equals to 1 if the index
(i 1 , . . . , i N ) is observed in S and otherwise 0. The loss function is
the same as the mean squared error.
2
Õ 
2
Loss = O ∗ (T̂− T) =
f (x; ·) − y .
(7)
is O ∗ (T̂− T)

The module’s output Hemb is constructed by reshaping a vector
′
Hemb ∈ Rr N ×1 into a 1 × r × N tensor.
Nonlinear mapping module. The mapping module consists of two
2D convolution layers, one with filter size (r, 1) and another with filter size (1, N ). Let C be the number of channels in the convolutional
layers and θ 1 , θ 2 are convolution filters of the two convolution
layers. Both layers have nonlinear activation function σ (·). For example, if we choose the ReLU function, then σ = max(·, 0). The
output of convolution module is 4

2
y = T̂i 1, ...,i N = Agg(Hconv
; θ a ) ∈ R.

Optimization and Generalization of CoSTCo

Suppose the target tensor is Tand the reconstructed one is T̂. Let the
training set be S = {(x, y)|x ∈ J T, y ∈ R} where x is an index and
y is the observed tensor entry. The loss function of a reconstructed
tensor T̂is the Frobenius norm of the difference between it and the
2

(4)

Hemb = Reshape(Hemb ) ∈ R1×r ×N

2
1
Hconv
= σ (Conv(Hconv
; θ 2 )) ∈ RC×1×1

4.2

F

F

(x,y)∈S

Denote the regularization loss is R(U1 , . . . , UN , θ 1 , θ 2 , θ a ). The
overall objective function of CoSTCo is
2
Õ 
Loss =
f (x; ·) − y + R(U1 , . . . , UN , θ 1 , θ 2 , θ a )
(8)
(x,y)∈S

Inspired by a series of work [7, 13] which showed shallow neural
networks have nice theoretical guarantees, we prove that a shallow
version of CoSTCo (Definition is in Appendix B) is equivalent to
an specific neural architecture which has nice guarantees of both
optimization and generalization. We state the main result in Theorem 4.1. The idea is that if CoSTCo only uses one convolutional
layer, we can squeeze its embedding module and the nonlinear mapping module into one neural network layer. Hence, with sum/mean
function as the aggregation function, the shallow version of CoSTCo
falls into a category of one-layer neural networks which has been
proven to have the nice properties. Proof is in Appendix B.
Theorem 4.1. Consider a tensor completion task over a order-N
target tensor T ∈ Rd1 ×···×d N . A sparse training set S is given and
ÍN
|S | = O( i=1
di ) . Each data point (x, y) in training set S is sampled
i.i.d. from some distribution P where x is represented by an indexing
vector x = ed1, ...,d N (i 1 , . . . , i N ) and y is the observed tensor entry
Ti 1, ...,i N . Under mild conditions, the shallow version of CoSTCo falls
into a nice set of shallow nets whose the objective function, if trained
with weight decay, satisfies

• (Optimization) All local minima are global minima and all
saddle points are strict saddle points.
• (Generalization) With
qhigh probability,the generalization erÍN
di /|S | .
ror is bounded by O
log i=1

Training Loss | Learnable Factors

Validation Loss | Learnable Factors

Training Loss | Fixed Factors

Validation Loss | Fixed Factors

1.4

MSE

1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6

Parameter Efficiency of CoSTCo

0.4

The core idea behind CoSTCo is that it uses a parameter-efficient
mapping module to model the nonlinear interaction function among
factor matrices. Comparing to fully-connected (FC) layers, the convolutional layers, due to its parameter sharing scheme and CoSTCo’s
unique filter shapes, intuitively forces the embedding module efficiently learns generalizable and informative factor matrices.
The compact representation of the nonlinear function is important, especially for neural nets which have been shown to be capable
of memorizing even random labels with enough parameters [46].
Failing to learn the compact representation could lead to a undesirable situation where the nonlinear mapping module can have
enough parameters to memorize the training data even when the
embedding module has not found good factors. Section 5.1 shows
with a fixed randomly initialized embedding module, a model using
FC layers in its mapping module can memorize and overfit the
training data while CoSTCo doesn’t suffer from this issue.
One reason is that a FC layer can have much more parameters
than a convolutional layer. Assume the target tensor is a orderN tensor of shape (d 1 , . . . , d N ). The first convolutional layer of
CoSTCo outputs have C ×r units5 where C is the number of channels.
The convolutional layer has (1 × C) × (1 × N ) = CN parameters.
However, the FC layer with the same output size will have (N ×
r ) × (N × C) = rCN 2 parameters, which is r N times larger.
Besides, CoSTCo can’t work well without learning a good embedding module, because the number of parameters in other modules
is limited. For the architecture used in Section 5.2, the total amount
of parameters will be
1st conv layer

2nd conv layer

z
}|
{ z
}|
{
r × N × d¯ + 1 × C × (r × 1) + C × C × (1 × N ) + C × C
| {z } |
|{z}
{z
}
embedding

CoSTCo
MLP
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Figure 3: Training/Validation MSE v.s. epochs curves collected in a synthetic tensor. MLP can overfit the data even
with fixed random factor matrices. CoSTCo is less likely to
overfit and CoSTCo gets worse results when the factor matrices are randomly initialized and not trainable.

5

EXPERIMENTS

We conduct extensive experiments to answer the following questions regarding CoSTCo:
• Can the parameter sharing scheme of the convolutional layers in CoSTCo reduce overfitting on training data?
• Can CoSTCo outperform other state-of-the-art linear/nonlinear
completion models for the sparse tensor completion task?
• Does CoSTCo work for downstream tasks of tensor completion, such as recommendation?
• Does CoSTCo learn meaningful factor matrices?
We answer these questions in the following sections. Detailed information about datasets and implementation are provided in Appendix A.1. Our code is released at https://github.com/USC-Melady/
KDD19-CoSTCo.

aggregation

nonlinear mapping

ÍN

where d¯ is the average length per mode ( i=1 dt )/N . and if we
set C = r , the number of parameters in the mapping module and
the aggregation module is approximately r 2 N . Comparably, the
embedding module will have r N d¯ parameters. In low-rank settings,
we usually have d¯ ≫ r . The number of parameters in the embedding
module is much larger than those in the rest modules.
CoSTCo learns an informative factors because of the specific
shape of the convolutional filters used. Recall that its first convolutional layer uses a filter of shape (N , 1), so its k-th output will
be computed from U1 ki 1 , U2 ki 2 , . . . , UN ki N with some function д.
Intuitively, functions such as д will force the factors to be “aligned”
in each dimension. Aligning factors to dimensions is how multilinear methods themselves learn informative factors, which are often
extracted in factorization-based latent semantic indexing [6]. We
provide evidence that our CoSTCo model indeed finds informative
factors in Section 5.4.
5 We

1.4

MSE

4.3

ignore the biases terms for both convolutional layers and fully-connected layers.

5.1

Overfitting Experiment

We conduct experiments on a synthetic tensor to show the benefits
of convolutional layers. We compare CoSTCo to a similar model
(MLP) based on fully-connected layers. Both models have the same
numbers of hidden neurons. We run experiments on two settings:
whether the factor matrices of the model are learn-able or not (fixed
random vectors).
Figure 3 shows the results. Similar to what we have discussed, the
MLP model can easily overfit the training data even with randomly
initialized factor matrices, as it already has enough parameters in
the nonlinear mapping module to memorize the data. In comparison, CoSTCo is more robust to overfitting with a much smaller gap
between the training and the validation loss than MLP.

5.2

Sparse Tensor Completion

Datasets. We evaluated our proposed models on the sparse tensor
completion tasks using six tensors from real-world data whose

Table 2: Statistics of data in sparse tensor completion task.

observation ratio=3.0%

observation ratio=10.0%

observation ratio=30.0%

0.250

#Observed entries

(20, 100, 64, 64)
(16, 360, 768, 1152)
(2713, 31, 24, 12, 3)
(2713, 31, 24, 12, 3)
(2321, 5596, 1600)
(18737, 32510, 1000)

819200
41180
218491
50848
105764
821931

RMSE

MovingMNIST
ExtremeClimate
Traffic
Traffic Sparse
SG
Gowalla

Shape

0.200
0.175
0.150

0.08

MAE

Dataset

CoSTCo
CP-SPALS
CP-WOPT
DFNT
P-Tucker

0.225

0.06

statistics are shown in Table 2. Details of these tensors are in Appendix A.2. In short, we have MovingMNIST [39] (MM), a order-4
tensor of 20 grayscale videos. ExtremeClimate [32] (EC), a order-4
tensor recording 16 climate variables all around the world for 90
days. Traffic [25] (TR), a order-5 tensor recording outputs of highway sensors. Traffic Sparse (TRs): sparser version of the Traffic
tensor. SG [23], Gowalla [29]: two order-3 tensors constructed from
Point-of-interest (POI) check-in records.
Baseline methods. We compare CoSTCo to other state-of-the-art
sparse tensor completion models. Both linear models and nonlinear models are included for complete comparison. All the baseline
methods chosen are designed for sparse tensors. To the best of our
knowledge, CoSTCo is the first nonlinear approach that utilizes the
convolutional neural network to model nonlinear interactions while
preserving the low-rank structure of data. The baseline methods are
summarized as follows. (1) CP-WOPT [1]: a weighted optimization
version of CP factorization for sparse tensor completion. (2) CPSPALS [4]: an improved fast CP factorization model with implicit
leverage scores based ALS solver. (3) P-Tucker [31]: an improved
scalable Tucker model with fully paralleled row-wise updating rule.
(4) NeuralCP [27]: a Bayesian tensor factorization framework that
uses MLP (Multi-Layer Perceptron) to model the nonlinear interactions among tensor factors. (5) DFNT [48]: a scalable Bayesian
nonlinear Tucker model based on tensor-variant Gaussian Process
with infinite high-order kernels. (6) NTN [37]: a neural network
with tensor multiplication layer for modeling 3d tensor.
Evaluation. We evaluate the performance of these methods based
on three popular regression metrics. Suppose there are n entries in
the test set. Suppose the ground truth of values are y = (y1 , . . . , yn )
and the model’s predictions are ŷ = (ŷ1 , . . . , ŷn ). We use MAE
(Mean absolute error), RMSE (Rooted mean squared error), MAPE
(Mean absolute percentage error) to measure the models’ performances. More details can be found in Appendix A.3.
Hyper-parameter settings. We train our proposed model with
Adam [20] method for 50 epochs. We use learning rate of 1e-4 and
batch size of 32. We use 10% of the training data as the validation
data and do early-stopping over validation MAE with 10 patient
epochs. More information is in Appendix A.1.
Figure 4 shows the models’ performance of the three tensors
sampled from MovingMNIST dataset with different observation
ratios (0.03, 0.1, 0.3), i.e., percentage of entries sampled from the
original tensor. We show the results of models tested on different
sparsity ratios with different factorization ranks. Despite that CPSPALS tends to have smaller MAE values, we found that it gets
the results by predicting too many zeros. CoSTCo almost always

3

5

7

rank

9

3

5

7

rank

9

3

5

7

9
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Figure 4: Tensor completion results of MovingMNIST. We
collect results on three tensor subsampled from the original
MovingMNIST data tensor with different observation ratios
(0.03, 0.1, 0.3). We use different factorization ranks to check
how models’ predictions change. CP-SPALS gets very small
MAEs but very high RMSEs because the data has many zero
entries and CP-SPALS predicts lots of zeros.

outperforms baseline methods, and the performance increases when
the factorization rank increases. For the tensor of observation ratio
0.03, we observe one anomaly that the models’ RMSE performance
decreases with higher ranks. A potential reason is that we used the
same hyper-parameters across all experiments thus the model may
not be fully tuned to that dataset. We also observe that with larger
observation ratio, the performance of CoSTCo increases faster than
other baseline methods, showing the efficiency of CoSTCo.
Table 3 shows the tensor completion results of two POI tensors.
We include the results of NTN baseline 6 as these are 3D tensors.
We omit some values of CP-SPALS for some experiments, as it has
numerical issues (it outputs NaN) when the input tensors are very
sparse and the rank is small. One interesting observation is that the
performances of all models do not increase with higher ranks. The
problem is that the training samples are very limited so that models
can easily overfit the training data with higher ranks. CoSTCo shows
its robustness: it achieves good performance with a lower rank and
remains stable (less overfitting) when the rank increases.
Table 4 shows the tensor completion results on spatiotemporal datasets. We also include the training RMSE to highlight the
overfitting issue. Both DFNT and P-Tucker get worse test performance when the factorization rank increases: with a higher rank,
DFNT has a training problem and P-Tucker suffers from overfitting. The phenomenon is more significant for the Gowalla tensor
which is much larger and sparser. Instead, CoSTCo does not suffer
from this problem. For the Traffic and ExtremeClimate tensors, the
performances of CoSTCo remain stable outperforming all baselines
when of the factorization rank increases, implying CoSTCo is able
to learn a good representation with small ranks. The results show
that CoSTCo is efficient and robust to model a complex tensor with
6 NTN

doesn’t treat each dimension equally. We use user and location as the two
entities and the POI as the relation and the value of the tensor entry is the strength of
the relation between the two entities.

Table 3: Tensor completion results of two POI tensors.
metric

RMSE

MAE

MAPE

(%)

data

model/rank

20

40

60

80

20

40

60

80

20

40

60

80

SG

NeuralCP
CP-SPALS
NTN
DFNT
P-Tucker
CoSTCo

0.1784
0.1601
0.2033
0.3744
0.1546

0.1748
0.2273
0.1643
0.2270
0.3227
0.1546

0.1716
0.2259
0.1832
0.2271
0.3337
0.1546

0.1633
0.2257
0.1698
0.2271
0.4168
0.1544

0.1004
0.0855
0.1242
0.2202
0.0798

0.0920
0.1610
0.0918
0.1608
0.2022
0.0786

0.0907
0.1595
0.1134
0.1610
0.2017
0.0776

0.0840
0.1594
0.1023
0.1610
0.2087
0.0776

64.12
50.78
69.22
162.4
44.53

54.76
100.0
57.25
99.84
146.2
42.92

54.26
98.93
77.28
99.99
144.8
41.53

47.87
98.95
67.59
99.99
148.5
41.54

Gowalla

NeuralCP
CP-SPALS
NTN
DFNT
P-Tucker
CoSTCo

0.1402
0.1381
0.1486
0.2972
0.1281

0.1437
0.1690
0.1965
0.2445
0.1278

0.1528
0.1667
0.1968
0.2323
0.1279

0.1466
0.1966
0.1580
0.1968
0.2333
0.1282

0.0743
0.0788
0.0775
0.1703
0.0623

0.0734
0.1107
0.1455
0.1496
0.0624

0.0811
0.1125
0.1458
0.1391
0.0620

0.0769
0.1456
0.1045
0.1458
0.1338
0.0623

48.54
53.60
44.19
130.4
35.95

46.50
84.22
99.74
111.4
36.02

54.75
87.18
99.99
102.0
35.59

50.35
99.87
79.05
100.0
97.17
35.86

Table 4: Tensor completion results of three spatio-temporal tensors.
metric

RMSE

(Train)

RMSE

MAE

MAPE

(%)

data

model/rank

5

10

20

5

10

20

5

10

20

5

10

20

TR

NeuralCP
CP-SPALS
DFNT
P-Tucker
CoSTCo

0.0638
0.4375
0.1593
0.0609
0.0573

0.0523
0.4359
0.1774
0.0480
0.0482

0.0415
0.4352
0.3617
0.0374
0.0446

0.0694
0.4367
0.1591
0.0691
0.0640

0.0622
0.4357
0.1776
0.0641
0.0586

0.0614
0.4357
0.3611
0.0820
0.0568

0.0406
0.3131
0.1219
0.0429
0.0369

0.0352
0.3124
0.1305
0.0375
0.0322

0.0332
0.3124
0.2558
0.0467
0.0303

18.66
77.71
58.43
20.77
16.94

15.75
77.49
51.06
16.94
14.05

14.84
77.49
61.52
19.49
13.16

TR-s

NeuralCP
CP-SPALS
DFNT
P-Tucker
CoSTCo

0.0617
0.4382
0.1844
0.0495
0.0606

0.0540
0.4378
0.2061
0.0469
0.0576

0.0509
0.4362
0.4298
0.0155
0.0594

0.0791
0.4387
0.1849
0.1230
0.0805

0.0813
0.4387
0.2061
0.6164
0.0796

0.0815
0.4387
0.4304
0.9875
0.0776

0.0478
0.3151
0.1427
0.0662
0.0459

0.0451
0.3151
0.1549
0.2593
0.0442

0.0469
0.3151
0.3087
0.4016
0.0435

21.46
77.95
65.08
27.27
20.54

19.57
77.95
56.69
89.42
19.60

20.73
77.95
75.86
212.82
19.27

EC

NeuralCP
CP-SPALS
DFNT
P-Tucker
CoSTCo

0.0463
0.2246
0.0311
0.0522

0.0452
0.3274
0.0200
0.0529

0.0357
0.8276
0.7952
0.0104
0.0531

0.0632
0.2295
0.0786
0.0631

0.0621
0.3328
0.0996
0.0622

0.0659
0.8309
0.7987
0.1247
0.0609

0.0354
0.1854
0.0449
0.0347

0.0349
0.2802
0.0584
0.0341

0.0363
0.8030
0.7706
0.0832
0.0333

7.65
30.30
10.01
7.63

7.59
44.53
14.24
7.51

8.07
98.44
93.88
18.60
7.28

a small factorization rank. NeuralCP shows competitive results on
these three datasets. Although NeuralCP has much more parameters than CoSTCo, CoSTCo obtains better performance, since the
mapping function used in CoSTCo is more compact while the one
used in NeuralCP has many redundant connections.

5.3

Downstream Tasks

We consider two downstream tasks related with tensor completion:
POI recommendation and spatiotemporal forecasting.
POI recommendation. We evaluate CoSTCo on the POI recommendation task. POI recommendation requires a model to predict
the user’s preferences over POIs based on latent features and geographical features. We compare CoSTCo with the state-of-the-art
POI recommendation algorithm, RankGeoFM [23], over the SG and
Gowalla datasets. RankGeoFM is an extension of GeoMF [26], a

matrix factorization model jointly modeling the latent features and
geographical influences, by training the model with pairwise ranking based objective functions to resolve the data sparsity problem.
We use the same pairwise ranking based objective function to
train CoSTCo. Training details can be found in Appendix A.3. For
RankGeoFM, we use the implementation provided by the authors7 .
For both models, we use the same hyper-parameters as described
in [23]: factorization rank of 100, pairwise ranking margin of 0.3.
The result is shown in Figure 5. Our model achieves much better
results than RankGeoFM, showing that CoSTCo is capable of automatically discovering the geographical influence from the checkin
tensor without relying too much on manually designed features.
Spatiotemporal forecasting. Spatiotemporal forecasting is an important task which has many real-world applications. It requires
7 http://spatialkeyword.sce.ntu.edu.sg/eval-vldb17/
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Figure 6: Pairwise cosine similarities among factors learned
in some temporal dimensions.

Figure 5: POI recommendation results of two POI checkin
datasets. Best viewed in color.
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Table 5: Forecasting RMSE on the climate dataset.
Method
RMSE

Greedy
0.9069

MLGP
0.8973

MOGP
0.9273

MLMTL
0.9528

CoSTCo

30

Visualization of Learned Factors

To further understand the model learned by CoSTCo, we visualize its
learned factors. Figure 6a shows pairwise cosine similarities among

400
300
200

10

0.8693

a model to predict future values based on past observations. Spatiotemporal forecasting is often formalized as a tensor learning [3,
45] or multi-task learning [34]. We use the climate data used in [3],
which records the values of 17 different climate variables in 125
locations monthly for 13 years with missing data interpolated. The
data is a tensor of size 17 × 125 × 156. For each variable, we normalize it to have zero mean and unit variance. We split the dataset
80%/20% by time to the training/testing dataset.
Though CoSTCo is designed for tensor completion, it can be
extended to predict entries of future time steps for the climate
forecasting task. The first trick is to do a time-index split. A natural
observation of climate data is that it contains annual periodicity.
To model this periodicity, we reshape the original mode-3 tensor to
a mode-4 tensor, by splitting its time index into both a yearly index
and a monthly index. By doing this, the information inside each
mode is more distinguishable, so factor interactions will be simpler
and more easily captured. Another one is applying a regularization
over the factor matrices in the time dimension such that the factor
vectors of two nearby months or years are close.
We compare our methods to a set of baselines on this dataset:
(1) Greedy tensor learning (Greedy) [3]: a fast tensor learning algorithm for multivariate spatiotemporal forecasting. (2) MLGP [44]:
tensor regression with Gaussian process. (3) MOGP [2]: multioutput Gaussian process. (4) MLMTL [34]: multi-task learning with
trace norm optimization. Table 5 shows the RMSE of different approaches. Comparing to other multilinear methods, CoSTCo clearly
achieves improved performance.
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Figure 7: Running time of different completion methods.

temporal (monthly) factors learned from the climate forecasting
tensor. Intuitively, the four dark blocks in the heat map suggest that
the learned monthly temporal factors capture seasonal changes
inside the climate data. Figure 6b also shows such similar behavior among factors of non-rush hours (9pm to 5am) and factors of
working hours (8am to 7pm). Intuitively, the traffic factors learned
by CoSTCo could be capturing the traffic patterns associated with
rush hours and non-rush hours.

5.5

Running Time Comparison

The training time of CoSTCo is linear w.r.t. the number of observations and is irrelevant to the size of the target tensor and doesn’t
involve complex tensor operations. Figure 7 shows the running
time of each method in the tensor completion task over the SG and
Gowalla tensors. Gowalla is a larger and sparser tensor than SG.
We find that CoSTCo runs fastest in most cases. Besides, its running
time does not increase drastically as P-Tucker/NTN does, which
both require tensor operations. All the experiments are run in the
same machine with 32-core Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2640 and 256G
memory. The architectures of neural network models are shown in
Appendix A.1 and we use early-stopping during training.

6

CONCLUSION

We proposed CoSTCo, a carefully designed convolution based model
for nonlinear sparse tensor completion. CoSTCo efficiently captures
the nonlinear interactions and has an inductive bias to learn generalizable and informative factors. Extensive experiments on real-world

tensor completion datasets showed CoSTCo achieved better performance than state-of-the-art linear/nonlinear completion methods.
Besides, CoSTCo outperformed corresponding state-of-the-art models on downstream tasks. For future work, we will investigate the
following directions: 1) provide interpretations of the inferred latent
factors, 2) investigate theoretical properties for CoSTCo with deeper
neural networks and general activation functions, 3) generalize
CoSTCo for non-linear Tucker decomposition while preserving the
low-rank property, 4) extend CoSTCo with more downstream tasks,
such as image inpainting or streaming tensor completion.
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APPENDIX
A EXPERIMENTAL DETAIL
A.1 Implementation and Hyper-parameters
We implement the experiments with TensorFlow [10]. For all the
experiments, we use the Adam [20] optimizer with the default
hyper-parameters to train neural networks. The hyper-parameters
are shown in the Table A1. We use pairwise ranking loss A.1 to
train the model for the POI recommendation task. For the climate
forecasting task, we use weight decay of 0.0001.
Sparse tensor completion experiments. The aggregation modules
used are MLPs, which have nc units in the hidden layer and 1 unit
in the output layer. nc is the number of convolutional channels.
For SG/Gowalla, nc equals to the model’s rank. For TR/TR-s/EC,
nc equals to the double of the model’s rank. For NeuralCP, we replace the convolutional layers with FC layers such that the output
sizes are the same. We run with different random seeds and report the average scores. We initially tune the hyper-parameters of
NeuralCP, NTN and CoSTCo, and keep the hyper-parameters consistent among methods for all experiments. We found that when
we tune these methods independently, CoSTCo still consistently
outperforms the baselines. For the rest of the baselines, we use
default hyper-parameters if any.
Ranking loss in POI recommendation task. We train CoSTCo using the same pairwise ranking loss as RankGeoMF [23] does. More
specifically, each train data contains two tensor entries (u, POI1 , LOC1 ),
(u, POI2 , LOC2 ), and the values y1 , y2 . Assume the model’s prediction is y1′ , y2′ . The loss is loss = I (y1′ ≤ y2′ + ϵ)I (y1 ≥ y2 ). I is
the indicator function such that I (true = 1), I (false = 0). The parameter ϵ is served as a margin and potentially can help model’s
generalization. We use ϵ = 0.3 as indicated in [23].
Table A1: Hyper-parameter settings.
Dataset
MovingMNIST
Gowalla/SG/TR/TRs/Ec
POI reco
Climate Forecasting

A.2

lr

epochs

batch size

0.001
0.0001
0.1
0.03

200
50
500
1000

64
32
256
1024

Datasets

MovingMNIST [39] (MM): a dataset of 20 videos about moving
numbers. Each video is a 3d tensor and each frame is a grey-scale
2d image. We sample 100 frames from all 10000 frames for each
video. Each tensor index is (video_id, time_id, row_id, column_id).
ExtremeClimate [32] (EC): a climate dataset of 4d tensors, recording 16 different climate variables all over the world. We use the data
from 1989’s first three months and sample 0.05% observations to
construct the tensor. The values of variables’ measurements differ
a lot, so we normalize the data per variable by first subtracting
the minimal value of that variable, adding one to all values, then
taking the log function, and finally dividing it by the maximum
value of that variable. Each tensor index is (time_id, latitude_id,
longitude_id, variable_id).
Traffic [25] (TR): a dataset of sensor data collected from intersections of LA highways. The data is collected from all sensors every 5

minutes. Each sensor reports three varibales: average traffic speed,
traffic volume, and occupancy. We use the data from March 2016
and sample 0.3% observations to construct the tensor. Each tensor
index is a tuple of (sensor_id, day, hour, minute, variable_id). We
sample the Traffic Sparse (TRs) by using only 0.07% observations.
SG [23] checkins is collected by Foursquare in Singapore and
Gowalla [29] checkins is collected by Gowalla all over the world.
For SG, we split the geographical region into 1600 grids and convert
the raw locations (latitude, longitude) to grid indices. For Gowalla,
since the location range is much larger, we use DBSCAN [9] to
cluster the locations and use the cluster id of each location as its
location id. Due to the large value range, we normalize the tensor
values by first clipping tensor entries with a maximum of 10 and
then dividing them by 10. Each tensor index is a tuple of (user_id,
location_id, poi_id).

A.3

Metrics

We use the standard MAE (Mean absolute error) and RMSE (Rooted
mean squared error) metrics. For MAPE (Mean absolute percentage
error), we add a threshold δ to avoid too small values on the denomÍ
inator MAE(y, ŷ) = 100% × (1/n) × ni=1 |yi − ŷi |/max(|yi | , δ ). We
use δ = 0.1 through the whole paper.
For the recommendation task, given a user u, we recommend k
POIs (remove those only encountered in the training set) named
recou . Denote the set realu to be the set of all POIs visited by
the user u, then Precision@k = |realu ∩ recou |/K, Recall@k =
|realu ∩ recou |/|recou |. Precision@k and Recall@k are averaged
among all users. A better model will have higher scores.

B

PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1

Our proof of Theorem 4.1 is based on recent advances of theories of
shallow neural networks [7, 13]. If we only use one convolutional
layer, we can get informative theoretical analysis about CoSTCo. We
will first show that the shallow version of CoSTCo falls into a nice
category of one-layer neural network then provide a useful theorem
characterizing the properties of that neural network category.
Definition of the shallow CoSTCo. Assume CoSTCo has one convolutional layer which has C output channels and filters of size (w, h).
Assume the activation function σ (x) = x 2 and the aggregation
module outputs the sum of its inputs.
One observation is that a mapping module with one convolutional layer can be represented as one single fully-connected layer.
Theorem B.1. Consider a modified CoSTCo on order-N tensor T
of shape (d 1 , . . . , d N ). Assume there are C convolutional kernels, the
size of the kernel is (w, h), the stride is 1 and no padding is added.
Denote θ as the parameter of the convolutional layer, a tensor of
size 1, C, w, h. The number of convolutional layer’s outputs is no =
C × (N − w + 1) × (r − h + 1). Let us further assume we have a fullyconnected layer who has Nr input nodes, no hidden nodes, 1 output
nodes and the same activation function as CoSTCo. Then there exists a
mapping function h : RC×w ×h → Rno ×N ×r , such that the mapping
module is equivalent to a fully-connected layer whose input-to-hidden
weight matrix is h(W) and hidden-to-output weight matrix is all one
matrix of shape 1 × no .
Proof. Denote the input tensor of the convolutional layer as
X ∈ R1×N r . We use the x ∈ RN r to represent the flattened vector

of X. A 1-stride, zero-padding, size w, h convolution kernel will
have C × (N − w + 1) × (r − h + 1) outputs. Suppose W ∈ RC×w ×h
is the convolution filter’s parameter. The (k, i, j)-th output of the
Í
Íh
convolutional layer is given by w
a=1 b=1 Wk,a,b X1,i+a, j+b . For
(k, i, j)-th output, We can find a vector wki j ∈ 1 × N × r , such
that ∀m ∈ {1, . . . , N − w }, n ∈ {1, . . . , r − h}, a ∈ {1, . . . , w },
b ∈ {1, . . . , h},
(
Wk,a,b , i f m = i and n = j
ki j
w1,(m+a)∗r +(n+b) =
0,
otherwise.
Then the (k, i, j)-th output of the convolutional layer equals to
wki j x. We can then construct a matrix W ′


wk =1,i=1, j=1




..
′
W =

.


wk=C,i=(N −w +1), j=(r −h+1) 


and use it as the fully-connected layer’s weight matrix. Define h in
the way that h(W) = W ′ . By doing so, we get the mapping function
such that the mapping module is equivalent to a fully-connected
layer.
□
Since there is no nonlinear activation function between the embedding module and the nonlinear mapping module, we can merge
them and squeeze CoSTCo into a shallow neural network.
We state this formally in Theorem B.2.
Lemma B.2. Assume the convolutional filters of CoSTCo is fixed
and it has C filters, each of size w × h. Denote no as the number of
output of the convolutional layer, no = C × (N − w + 1) × (r − h + 1).
Then there exists a mapping function h : RC×w ×h → Rno ×N r , such
that CoSTCo’s neural network function f can be written as
!
no
Õ
2
f (x; {ΘW , ΘM }) = д
Wt,: x
,
t =1

Rno ×(d1 +d2 +d3 ) .

where W = h (ΘW ) ΘM , W ∈
The right-hand side
is equivalent to a one-hidden-layer neural network with quadratic
activation in hidden layer and д in output layer.
Theorem B.3. Consider the modified CoSTCo and the mapping
function h as defined in B.2. Let the aggregation module output the sum
of all its inputs. Denote f (x; U1 , . . . , UN , W) be the function of the
modified CoSTCo where W is the parameter of the first convolutional
layer. The modified CoSTCo is equivalent to a one-hidden-layer neural
network with hidden parameter Ŵ ∈ Rno ×N r such that
2

no Õ
Nr
Õ
©
ª
f (x; U , . . . , U , W) =
 Ŵi j xj ®
i=1 « j=1
¬
Proof. Given an input vector x, the output of embedding layer
is Mx as defined in Equation 4. Theorem B.1 states that the convolutional layer equals to a fully-connected layer of parameter h(W).
As its activation function is quadratic function and its aggregation
module outputs the sum of all its inputs, the output of the modified
CoSTCo given an input x, will
1

N

2
 
no Õ
d
 Õ
©
ª
f (x; U , . . . , U , W) = Agg σ h(W)Mx =
 Ŵi j xj ®
i=1 « j=1
¬
1

N

where Ŵ = h(W)M. Thus, the modified CoSTCo is equivalent to a
one-hidden-layer neural network.
□
We cite a useful theorem in [7] that characterizes the nice properties of a specific kind of one-layer neural networks with quadratic
activations.
Lemma B.4 (Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 4.3 in [7]). Suppose the
training set S contains the input data x ∈ Rd and target y ∈ R. Consider a one-hidden-layer neural network represented by f (x; W) =
2
Ím Íd
W
x
where W ∈ Rm×d is the weight from input
i
j
j
i=1
j=1
layer to the hidden layer. Assume that m ∗ (m − 1) ≥ 2|S |. Let
ℓ(ŷ, y) = (ŷ − y)2 and the objective function is
Õ
1
λ
L(W) =
ℓ (f (x; W) , y) + ∥W∥F2 + ⟨C, WT W⟩, (9)
2|S |
2
(x,y)∈S

where ⟨·, ·⟩ denotes dot-product and C is some random positive semidefinite matrix with ∥C ∥ 2F ≤ δ . The objective function 9 has the
following three properties:
(1) All local minima of L(W) are global minima.
(2) All saddles point of L(W) are strict saddle points.
(3) For any local optimum W ′ of L(W), for all W ∈ Rm×d , we
have
Õ
  λ
1
ℓ f x; W ′ , y + ∥W ′ ∥F2 ≤
2|S |
2
(x,y)∈S

1
2|S |

Õ

ℓ (f (x; W) , y) +

(x,y)∈S

λ
∥W∥F2 + δ ∥W ∥ 2F .
2

In addition, for some constants c 1 , c 2 , c 3 ∈ R, assume that (x, y) ∈ S is
drawn i.i.d. from some probabilistic distribution P such that x is inside
2
a bounded ball: ∥x ∥ 22 ≤ c 1 , xxT 2 ≤ ∞. For all W ∈ Rm×d that
2
satisfies ∥W ∥ F ≤ c 2 , the gap between training error (empirical test
Í
error) |S1 | (x, y)∈S ℓ(f (x; W), y) and generalization error (expected
test error) E(x,y)∼P [ℓ(f (x; W), y)] is bounded by
s
log d
1 Õ
2 2
E(x,y)∼P [ℓ(f (x; W), y)] −
ℓ(f (x; W), y) ≤ c 1 c 2 c 3
,
|S |
|S |
(x, y)∈S

Finally, we give the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Proof. Theorem B.3 shows that the modified CoSTCo can be
2
Í o Íd
written as f (x) = ni=1
j=1 Ŵi j x j , which is exactly the same
function format as in Lemma B.4. Moreover, x is an indexing vector
2
and by definition 1 we have ∥x ∥ 22 = N , xxT 2 = N , ∀x ∈ S.
Assume w = N /2 + 1, h = 1,pthen no = CNr /2. As we assumed that
ÍN
|S | = O( i=1
di ), if C = O( maxi di /(Nr 2 )), then no × (no − 1) ≥
O(|S |). To sum it up, if we train the modified CoSTCo with objective
function 9 and C is some random positive semi-definite matrix with
∥C ∥ 2F ≤ δ . Then L(Ŵ) satisfies all three properties in Lemma B.4.
2

Besides, if for some constants c 2 , c 3 ∈ R and Ŵ F ≤ c 2 , the
generalization error is bounded by
s
ÍN
log i=1
di
1 Õ
2
ℓ(f (x; W), y) ≤ c 2 c 3
E(x,y)∼P [ℓ(f (x; W), y)] −
.
|S |
|S |
(x, y)∈S

□

